Suspension Mount Kit
Installation Instructions for Linear Strip Fixture
For 4’ and 8’ LED Linear Strip Fixture (SFAM02)

1. Determine area/structure to hang fixture from.

2. Run wire through End 1 of locking mechanism. Loop wire around structure. Then feed back into End 2. Tug wire to test/ensure security. Do this for all wires. Note: Compress lock ends to release wires.

3. Attach loop end of wires to hook. Then attach hooks to fixture by inserting ends down into slots, then back up through adjacent holes. For 8’ fixture, four sets of holes are provided.

4. Lamp will hang freely. Begin to connect conduit.

5. Open fixture and let lamp hang by clips. Run wiring/conduit from junction box down to conduit knock-out.

6. Make wiring connections based on labels below:
   Black = AC Line
   Green = Ground
   Gray = Dimming (-)
   White = AC Neutral
   Purple = Dimming (+)

WHAT COMES IN THE SFAM02 KIT PACKAGE
Linear Strip Fixture Suspension Mount Kit comes with the following standard parts:

(2) Hooks (2) Wires (2) Locks (5) Wire Nuts

PLEASE NOTE:
4’ Model requires 1 kit
8’ Model requires 2 kits

Before Installation, carefully remove all parts from the packaging. Inspect product for defects due to shipping.